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Instructions:

(i) Assignment should be hand-written. Typed assignment will not be accepted.

(ii) Please attach this page with your solved assignment. Also mention your section at
the top of the first page of the assignment.

(iii) Solve questions on only A4 size white papers. I don’t accept any assignments other
than this.

(iv) Avoid plagiarism. Mention reference properly at the end of each question.

(v) Make diagrams wherever possible.

1. A chandelier of 10 kg hangs from a cord attached to the ceiling, and a second chandelier
of 3.0 kg hangs from a cord below the first (see the figure below). Draw the ‘free-body’
diagram for the first chandelier and the ‘free-body’ diagram for the second chandelier.
Find the tension in each of the cords. [5]

2. A locomotive pulls a train consisting of three equal boxcars with constant acceleration
along a straight, frictionless track. Suppose that the tension in the coupling between the
locomotive and the first boxcar is 12000 N. What is the tension in the coupling between
the first and the second boxcar? The second and the third? Does the answer depend
on the absence of friction? [5]
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3. The figure below shows a spherical ball hanging on a string on a smooth, frictionless
wall. The mass of the ball is m, its radius is R, and the length of the string is l. Draw
a ‘free-body’ diagram with all the forces acting on the ball. Find the normal force N
between the ball and the wall. Show that |N| → 0 as l → ∞. [5]

4. A prisoner in jail decides to escape by sliding to freedom down a rope provided by an
accomplice. He attaches the top end of the rope to a hook outside his window; the
bottom end of the rope hangs clear of the ground. The rope has a mass of 10 kg, and
the prisoner has a mass of 70 kg. The hook can stand a pull of 600 N without giving
way. If the prisoner’s window is 15 m above the ground, what is the least velocity with
which he can reach the ground, starting from rest at the top end of the rope? [10]

5. To drag a heavy log of mass 500 kg up a ramp inclined at 30° to the horizontal, you
attach the log to a cable that runs over a pulley at the top of the ramp, and you attach
a 300-kg counterweight at the other end (see below Fig). Assume the log moves without
friction. [5+5]

a) What is the acceleration of the log up the ramp?

b) Could you use a smaller counterweight to move the log? How much smaller?
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